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Current user rating: 84/100 (10261 votes) You should allow JavaScript to vote profile drama: Start-Up Revised novelization: Start-Up Hangul: 17 타트 Director: Oh Choong-Hwan Writer: Park Hye-Ryun Network: tvN: Episodes 16 Release Date: October 17 - December 6, Runtime 2020: Sat. &amp; So. 21:00 Language: Korea: South Korea
Plot Synopsis of AsianWiki Staff © have to earn $90k to open its own business, Seo Dal-Mi quits a university and takes part-time work. She dreams of becoming someone like Steve Jobs. Nam Do-San is the founder of Samsan Tech. He's excellent at math. He started Samsan Tech two years ago, but the company isn't doing well.
Somehow, Nam Do-San becomes Dal-Mi's first love. They cheer each other's start and growth. Notes Start-Up takes on TVN's Sat. &amp; Sun. 21:00 timeslot on which was previously occupied by Stranger 2 and followed by Mr. Queen on December 12, 2020. Early working title was Sandbox. Cast Seo Dal-Mi &amp; Won In-Jae's Family
Samsan Tech Kim Do-Wan Yoo Su-Bin Kim Yong-San Lee Chul-San Nam Do-San's Family SH Venture Capital Sandbox Stephanie Lee Kang You-Seok Joo Bo-Young Jung Sa-Ha Shin Hyeon Shin Jeong Nature Morning / Injae Company Lee Min-Ryeong Song Ho-so I-Su Lee Dae-Myung 2STO Lucca The Tea Childhood Days Others
Additional Cast Members: Oh Kyu-Taek - park cleaning man (ep.10) Trailers Episode Ratings Date Episode AGB Nationwide Seoul 2020-10-17 1 4.278% 4.416% 4.495% 4.553% 2020-10-18 2 4.208% 4.585% 4.361% 4.666% 2020-10-24 3 4.789% 5.383% 4.468% 5.042% 2020-10-25 4 4.334% 4.761% 5.010% 5.696% 2020-10-31 5
4.274% 4.861% 5.424% 6.061% 2020-11-01 6 4.136% 4.257% 4.741% 4.880% 2020-11-07 7 4.521% 5.227% 5.065% 5.952% 2020-11-08 8 3.821% 4.113% 4.544% 5.031% 2020-11-14 9 4.879% 5.718% 5.145% 5.946% 2020-11-15 10 3.954% 4.433% 4.352% 4.839% 2020-11-21 11 4.130% 4.582% 4.799% 5.462% 2020-11-22 12
4.270% 4.814% 5.079% 5.671% 2020-11-28 13 4.666% 5.278% 5.151% 6.023% 2020-11-29 14 4.573% 5.041% 5.255% 5.965% 2020-12-05 15 4.382% 4.357% 4.980% 5.483% 2020-12-06 16 4.841% 5.178% 5.187% 5.415% Source: AGB Nielson NR is not in the Top 20 TV shows (including news, sports, variety, etc.) for the day
according to AGB Nielson. Edit External Links Comments Share October 17, 2020 - December 6, 2020 Saturday &amp; Sunday 21:00 KST Start-Up (타트; Seutateueop is a 2020 South Korean television series starring Bae Suzy, Nam Joo Hyuk, Kim Seon Ho and Kang Han Na. The series revolves around a woman who dreams of
becoming an entrepreneur like Steve Jobs, a man who is secretly her first love, and another man pretending to be her first love. The film will premiere on TVN on 17 October 2020 and will be broadcast every Saturday and Sunday at 21:00 KST. It is available for streaming on Netflix. Synopsis[edit | edit source] Young entrepreneurs
realising dreams for success and love in the cutthroating world of Korea's high-tech industry. [Official Netflix Description],Start-Up is set in South Korea's fictional Silicon Valley, called Sandbox, and tells the story of people in the world of start-ups. Seo Dal Mi dreams of becoming Korea's Steve Jobs. She's an adventurer who doesn't own
much, but has a grand plan for herself. She also has experience in a wide range of part-time jobs and is a person of great vitality. Nam Do San is the founder of Samsan Tech. He was once the pride of his family as a math genius, but for the past two years, he has been going nowhere with his company's investments. It turns out that Seo
Dal Mi remembers him as her 'cool first love', and he decides to start a start-up in the hope of making seo Dal Mi's misunderstanding a reality. Han Ji Pyung starts a start-up company to pay off his debt. A team leader at SH Venture Capital, his amazing investment skills and sharp tongue earn him the nickname, the Gordan Ramsay of
investments. Although he is prickly to most others, he is gentler than anyone else for a special person who has done him a great favor in the past. Finally, CEO Won In Jae has everything society respects: educational background, beautiful appearance, and money. She considers her background as a second generation chaebol as a
weakness and does everything to create success on her own and be recognized for her skills. However, she ends up being used and discarded by her father, and to stop a throwaway piece on her father's chessboard, she throws herself into a start-up. [2] Cast[edit | edit source] Bae Suzy as Seo Dal Mi Heo Jung Eun as young Seo Dal Mi
(Ep.1+3-4) Nam Joo Hyuk as Nam Do San Kim Kang Hoon as young Nam Do San (Ep.1+) 5) Kim Seon Ho as Han Ji Pyeong Nam Da Reum as young Han Ji Pyeong (Ep.1-2) Kang Han Na as Won In Jae Lee Re as young Won In Jae (Ep.1) Kim Do Wan as Kim Yong San , a software engineer Yoo so Bin as Lee Cheol San, a software
engineer Kim Hae Sook as Choi Won Deok, Dal Mi's grandmother Stephanie Lee as Jung Sa Ha, an employee of Sandbox Kim Hee Jung as Park Geum Jung, Do San's mother and Seong Hwan's wife Kim Won Hae as Nam Seong Hwan, Do San's father and Geum Jung's husband Jang Se Hyun as Cheon , Do San's cousin Hong Boo
Hyang as Cheon Ho's mother Yu Seung Il as Cheon Ho's father Song Sun Mi as Cha Ah Hyun, Dal Mi &amp; In Jae's mother After separating her husband for quitting his job, she ends up marrying Doo Jung, although she is shown to leave Dal Mi's regretful Seo father in front of him as he cheats on her , but enjoy the money that comes to
him. Uhm Hyo Sub as Won Doo Jung, In Jae's stepfather Moon Dong Hyuk as Won Sang so, In Jae's Seo Yi Sook as Yoon Seon Hak, an employee at SH Venture Capital Kim Min Seok as Park Dong Chun, Ji Pyung's junior staff at SH Venture Capital Jasper Cho as Alex Kwon, a one at 2STO Yeo Jin Goo as Jang Yeong Shil (voice)
Song Ho so as Lee Dae Myung Kang Yoo Seok as Shi Hyun Joo Bo Young as Shin Jung Lee Min Ryung as Yi so Kim Joo Heon as Seo Chung Myung, Dal Mi and In Jae's father (Ep.1+4) After having had enough of relegation at work, he decides to start his own business , leading to his divorce and after a year, he manages to get a deal
and it is implicit that he is the one who gave the idea for the name Sandbox during his conversation with the owner. On the same day, he dies on the bus while going home due to brain damage. Ahn so Bin as Lee Min Ji (Ep.1) Kim Jong Ho as SH Venture Capital employee (Ep.1) Park Choong Seon as manager of Il Cheung Constructon
&amp; Trading (Ep.1) Park Young as a broker (Ep.1) Yoo Mi Ran as a broker (Ep.1) Ji Sung Geun as bus passenger (Ep.1) Bae Bo Ram as barista at Lucca The Tea (Ep.2) Jung Ji Hyun as barista at Lucca The Tea (Ep.2) Choi Yun Seol as hotel waitress (Ep.2) Kim Ji In as Seo Hyun , a Lucca The Tea employee (Ep.2-3) Jo Ah Ra as
Assistant Manager Jung, a Lucca The Tea employee (Ep.2-3) Yoon Seo Hyun as human resources manager at Lucca The Tea (Ep.2-3) Kwon Ki Joo as delivery driver (Ep.3) Go Han Min as Go Eun Hyun (Ep.4) KoOng S eong Jun as In Jae's developer (Ep.Kw) Banon Banon Suk as investor (Ep.4) Kim Jin Ah as CEO of Hackathon (Ep.5)
Jang Young Hyun as CEO of Hackathon (Ep.5) Kim Sung Yong as a lecturer mathematics (Ep.5) Seol Chang Hee as Chul San's collaborator (Ep.6) Moon Se Yun as security guard (Ep.7) Bae Hae Seon as Lee Hye Won (Ep.8) Park Chan Ho as Park Chan Ho (Ep.8) Im Sung Mi as blind wife (Ep.8) Ko Beun Jin as detective (Ep.8) Lee Bo
Young (Ep.10) Soundtrack[edit | edit source] Editorial : Start-Up OST Episodes[edit | edit source] In this table, the blue numbers show the lowest ratings and the red numbers the highest ratings. Episode Part title aired Average audience share (AGB Nielsen) Nationwide Seoul Episode 01 1 Start-Up October 17, 2020 4.278% (2nd) 4.416%
(2nd) 2 4.495% (1st) 4,553% (1st episode) 02 1 F F F (Family, Friends, Fools) October 18, 2020 4.208% (2nd) 4.585% (2nd) 2 4.361% (1st) 4.666% (1st) Episode 03 1 Angel October 1 24, 2020 4.789% (1st) 5.383% (1st) 2 4.468% (2nd) 5.042% (2nd) Episode 04 1 Sandbox October 25 , 2020 4.334% (2nd) 4.761% (2nd) 2 5,010% (1st)
5.696% (1st) Episode 05 1 Hackathon October 31, 2020 4.274% (2nd) 4.861% (2nd) 2 5.424% (1st) 6.061% (1st) Episode 06 1 Key Man November 1, 2020 4.136% (2nd) 4.257% (3rd) 2 4.741% (1st) 4.880% (1st) Episode 07 1 Burn Rate November 7, 2020 4.521% (2nd) 5.227% (2nd) 2 5.065% (1st) 5.952% (1st) Episode 08 1 Back Up
November 8 , 2020 3.821% (4th) 4.113% (2nd) 2 4.544% (1st) 5.031% (1st) Episode 09 1 Risk November 14, 2020 4.879% (2nd) 5.718% (2nd) 2 5.145% (1st) 5.946% (1st) 10 1 Demo Day 15 november, november, 3,954% (2nd) 4.433% (2nd) 2 4,352% (1st) 4,839% (1st) Episode 11 1 Exit November 21, 2020 4,130% (2nd) 4.582% (2nd)
2 4.799% (1st) 5,462% (1st) Episode 12 1 Acqhire November 22, 2020 4,270% (2nd) 4.814% (2nd) 2 5.079% (1st) 5.671% (1st) Episode 13 1 November 28, 2020 2 Episode 14 14 November 29, 2020 2 Episode 15 1 December 5, 2020 2 Episode 16 1 December 2020 2 On average This drama is broadcast on a cable channel/pay-TV
which normally has a relatively smaller audience compared to free-to-air TV/public service broadcasters (KBS, SBS, MBC and EBS). Trivia[edit | edit source] This drama took over the time slot previously occupied by Stranger 2 and will be followed by Mr. Queen on December 12, 2020. [3] The early working title for this drama was
Sandbox (샌; Saendeubakseu). [3] Gallery[edit | edit source] Video Gallery[edit | edit source] Start-Up - Official TrailerAdd a photo to this gallery References[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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